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Pairing of composite fermions in half-filled Landau level state is reexamined by solving the BCS gap equation
with full frequency dependent current-current interactions. Our results show that there can be a continuous
transition from the Halperin-Lee-Read state to a chiral odd angular momentum Cooper pair state for short-range
contact interaction. This is at odds with the previously established conclusion of first order pairing transition,
in which the low frequency effective interaction was assumed for the entire frequency range. We find that even
if the low frequency effective interaction is repulsive, it is compensated by the high frequency regime, which is
attractive. We construct the phase diagrams and show that ` = 1 angular momentum channel is quite different
from higher angular momenta ` ≥ 3. Remarkably, the full frequency dependent analysis applied to the bilayer
Hall system with a total filling fraction ν = 1
2
+ 1
2
is quantitatively changed from the previously established
results but not qualitatively.
I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of composite fermions was introduced to un-
derstand quantum Hall states.1 Using this concept, Halperin,
Lee and Reed2 (HLR) further developed the Composite Fermi
Liquid (CFL) theory to understand the gapless single layer
half-filled Landau level problem. In the mean field approx-
imation, this theory predicts a compressible “metal” with a
sharp Fermi surface, which has received some support from
experiments.3–8 However, in such a gapless system, the emer-
gent Chern-Simons (CS) gauge field fluctuations can play an
important role. In fact, these fluctuations can mediate an
attractive density-current interaction between the fluxes at-
tached to a composite fermion and the current associated with
another composite fermion. As was shown by Greiter, Wen
and Wilczek9 (GWW), the mean field Fermi surface is always
unstable to the formation of Cooper pairs in odd angular mo-
mentum channels. Thus at low temperatures, the system ends
up in a superconducting state with an order parameter that is
most likely a chiral p-wave.
However, Bonesteel10 showed that if we go beyond
GWW analysis and consider the random phase approxima-
tion (RPA)2 corrections, there will be an induced current-
current interaction mediated by the transverse CS gauge field.
The current-current interaction is repulsive and divergent in
the small Matsubara frequency limit for all angular momen-
tum channels. Using this small frequency limit for the entire
range of Matsubara frequencies, and assuming the gap to be
weakly dependent on Matsubara frequencies, the zero tem-
perature (T = 0) BCS gap equation was solved analytically.
The conclusion was that with a bare short-range contact in-
teraction, the pair-breaking current-current interaction always
dominates over other interactions when the BCS gap is small.
Therefore there is no GWW pairing instablity. However the
gap equation was found to have have a solution when the gap
was finite. Thus the zero temperature pairing transition was
conjectured to be first order for short-range interaction, while
for a long-range Coulomb interaction, a continuous pairing
transition was considered to be a possibility because of weaker
gauge field fluctuations.
The above analysis, based on the small frequency limit of
the current-current interaction needs to be reexamined. A re-
cent work11 of our group involving non-relativistic fermions
coupled to a transverse gauge field suggests that although
the current-current interaction is repulsive and singular in the
small frequency limit, at higher frequencies it can be attrac-
tive for angular momentum channels ` ≥ 2. This attractive
part can outweigh the repulsive part, thus changing the solu-
tion to the BCS equation completely. Therefore it is crucial
to consider the full Matsubara frequency dependence of the
current-current interaction and solve the BCS gap equation in
a self-consistent manner.
In addition to the single layer case, we also consider the full
frequency dependent analysis of the double layer Hall system
with a total filling fraction ν = 12 +
1
2 . This system is decou-
pled into two separate composite fermion metals with ν = 12
in each layer if there are no disorder or inter-layer tunneling.
If we include the most singular interaction, namely the inter-
layer current-current interaction, the interaction can be attrac-
tive or repulsive depending on whether it is mediated by the
out-of-phase or the in-phase mode of the CS gauge field fluc-
tuations.12 The competition between these two will determine
the final fate of the double layer system. Bonesteel et al13
showed that this interaction always drives the system into a
inter-layer paired state for any large separation d between the
two layers. However, this conclusion was also obtained from
the previously mentioned small frequency analysis. There-
fore, for similar reasons, it must be reexamined if only to put
it on a firmer basis.
The major results of our paper are as follows: (1) For the
single layer system with either short-range contact interaction
or long-range Coulomb interaction, there can be a continuous
transition from the HLR state to a chiral odd `-wave Cooper
pair state. (2) For the double layer system, there is always
a non-zero pairing between inter-layer composite fermions if
the inter-layer spacing d is much greater than the magnetic
length `B . Thus, the small frequency analysis13 does not qual-
itatively differ from the full frequency dependent analysis, ex-
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2cept for significant quantitative differences.
The structure of the paper is as follows: in Sec. II we derive
the BCS gap equation for the ν = 12 single layer system; in
Sec. III we present our numerical results for the single layer
system with short-range contact interaction and also briefly
discuss the results for the long-range Coulomb interaction; in
Sec. IV we write down the BCS gap equation for the double
layer system and present our numerical results; in Sec. V we
summarize our conclusion and provide some further discus-
sions.
II. THE EFFECTIVE ACTION AND THE BCS GAP
EQUATION FOR A SINGLE LAYER SYSTEM
Consider a two-dimensional (2D) electron gas with a per-
pendicular magnetic field B at a filling fraction ν = 1/φ˜. For
half-filling φ˜ = 2. In the CFL picture, φ˜, the emergent flux is
described by the CS gauge fields (a0,a) attached to an elec-
tron to form a composite fermion. To describe this flux attach-
ment, we need to add a CS term to the free electron action.
Thus, without interactions, the total Euclidian Lagrangian
density is given by2 L = L0 + LCS with (~ = c = e = 1)
L0 = ψ∗(∂τ − a0 − µ)ψ − 1
2m∗
ψ∗(∂i − iai + iAi)2ψ ,
(1)
LCS = a0
2piφ˜
ij∂iaj , (2)
where ψ is the composite fermion field, m∗ is the compos-
ite fermion effective mass, and ∇ × A = Bzˆ, the physical
magnetic field. At the mean field level, ij∂iaj = 2piφ˜ <
ψ∗ψ >= Bzˆ, B being the applied magnetic field. Then the
CS gauge field exactly cancels the external magnetic field.
Therefore the system is a composite fermion metal with the
Fermi wave vector kF =
√
2
φ˜
1
`B
, where `B is the magnetic
length. At half filling, kF = 1`B .
Beyond this mean field approximation, there will be fluc-
tuations of the composite fermion density, which also implies
fluctuations of the CS gauge fields. These gauge field fluctu-
ations can in turn couple to the composite fermion currents,
mediating a density-current interaction. Such an interaction
is attractive in odd angular momentum channels, leading to
the GWW instability. In addition, we have additional four
fermion interaction term in the Lagrangian density,
Lint = 1
2
∫
d2x′ψ∗(τ,x)ψ(τ,x)v(r)ψ∗(τ,x′)ψ(τ,x′),
(3)
where r = |x − x′| and the interaction is: v(r) = e2r for
a Coulomb interaction,  being the dielectric constant, while
v(r) ∝ δ(r) for a short-range contact interaction.
Redefining (a0,a) as deviations from their mean field val-
ues, choosing the Coulomb gauge2, and using the constraint
ψ∗ψ = (1/2piφ˜) ij∂iaj , we can rewrite the total action in the
momentum space as
S = S0 + SCS , (4)
S0 =
∫
dτ d2x
[
ψ∗(∂τ − ia0)ψ − 1
2m∗
ψ∗(∂i − iai)2 ψ − µψ∗ψ
]
, (5)
SCS =
∫
dτ d2x (LCS + Lint) = 1
2β
∑
n,µ,ν
∫
d2q
(2pi)2
a∗µ(iωn,q)D0µ,ν−1(iωn,q) aν(iωn,q) . (6)
Here µ, ν = {0, 1}, ωn = 2npi/β is a bosonic Matsubara
frequency, and a0, a1 are the time and transverse components
of the CS gauge fields with the convention a1(iωn,q) = zˆ ·
(q× a). The CS gauge field action term SCS defines the bare
CS gauge field propagator to be
D0(iωn,q) =
(
v(q) i 2piφ˜q
−i 2piφ˜q 0
)
, (7)
where v(q) is the bare density-density interaction expressed
in the momentum space. Hence, v(q) = 2pie2/q for long-
range Coulomb interaction, and v(q) = const. for short-range
contact interaction. After RPA correction, the inverse gauge
field propagator is given by
[D(iωn,q)]−1 = [D0(iωn,q)]−1 +K0(iωn,q), (8)
where K0(iωn,q) is the electromagnetic response function of
the non-interacting fermions in 2D and has diagonal com-
ponents only. In the limit q < 2kF and |ωn|  kF qm , we
K000 = N(F ) = m
∗
2pi and K011 = −χd q2 − kF |ωn|2piq , where
χd =
1
12pim∗ is the free fermion diamagnetic susceptibility.
Inverting the matrixD−1, the RPA corrected gauge field prop-
agator is2
3≈
k −k k k′ −k′ −k
k′ − k
FIG. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the Dyson equation for the off-diagonal components of the anomalous self-energy ∆(iωn,k). The
black blob denotes the proper anomalous self-energy, and the gray blob (along with the associated fermion lines) denotes the corresponding
component of the exact propagator of the fermions. The wiggly line is the RPA corrected gauge field propagator. For compactness, we have
used the Euclidean vector notation: k ≡ (k0,k) = (ωn,k).
D(iωn,q) = 1
K000
[
K011 − q
2 v(q)
(2piφ˜)2
]
−
(
q
2piφ˜
)2
(
K011 − q
2 v(q)
(2piφ˜)2
−i q
2piφ˜
i q
2piφ˜
K000
)
. (9)
Therefore, the RPA correction not only renomalizes the
density-density and density-current interactions, but also gen-
erates a new current-current interaction, which turns out to be
repulsive and divergent at small frequencies but attractive at
high frequencies.
Let φ1 and φ2 be the real and the imaginary parts of the
anomalous self-energy respectively, and Z(iωn,k) denote the
mass renormalization. For our single layer problem we will
ignore the mass renormalization equation by simply taking
Z(iωn,k) ' 1. This can be safely done in the pairing state
if the superconductivity forms at an energy scale higher than
the characteristic energy scale of the onset of the non-Fermi
liquid behaviour.14 Therefore the complex anomalous self en-
ergy φ(iωn,k) = φ1(iωn,k) + iφ2(iωn,k) is simply the gap
function ∆(iωn,k)
Written out explicitly in terms of ∆(iωn,k), the anomalous
self-energy equation in Matsubara frequency is15
∆(iωn,k) = − 1
β
∑
m
∫
d2k′
(2pi)2
∆(iωm,k
′)
|ωm|2 + ¯2k′ + |∆(iωm,k′)|2
Veff(iωm − iωn;k′,k) , (10)
as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1. Here ¯k = k − µ is the reduced kinetic energy.
Now let us write ∆(iωn,k) =
∑
` ∆`(iωn,k) e
i`θk , where
only odd ` angular momentum channels will be considered
since the ν = 1/2 single layer system is spin-polarized. Be-
ing a nonlinear integral equation involving the gap, we can-
not strictly speaking decouple the various angular momentum
channels. However, we shall assume approximate decoupling.
Such decoupled gap equations for different channels can be
considered as local minima of the free energy. We will use the
Fermi surface approximation |k| = kF , ignoring the depen-
dence on the magnitude of k, so that ∆`(iωn,k) ' ∆`(iωn).
We will also consider the zero temperature limit when the
Matsubara frequencies become continuous: ωn → ω. For
the `-wave channel, we get
∆`(iω) = −
∫
d2k′
(2pi)2
dω′
2pi
∆`(iω
′) ei`θ
|ω′|2 + ¯2k′ + |∆`(iω′)|2
Veff(iω
′ − iω;k′,k)
∣∣∣
|k|,|k′|=kF
, (11)
where θ is defined as zˆ · (kˆ× kˆ′) = sin θ.
At the Fermi surface,
∫
d2k′
(2pi)2 ≈ N(F )
∫∞
−∞ d¯k′
∫
dθ
2pi ,
where N(F ) = m
∗
2pi is the 2D density of states of spin-
polarized fermions at the Fermi energy F . Performing the
integration over ¯k′ by the contour integral method, the BCS
4gap equation takes the form:
∆`(iω) =
∫
dω′
∆`(iω
′)
2
√|ω′|2 + |∆`(ω′)|2 V˜eff,`(|ω − ω′|) , (12)
V˜eff,`(|ω − ω′|) = −m
∗
2pi
∫
dθ
2pi
ei`θ Veff(iω
′ − iω;k′,k)
∣∣∣
|k|,|k′|=kF
. (13)
The Fermi surface approximation is good in the BCS case, be-
cause the Debye frequency ωD is much smaller than the typi-
cal Fermi energy. But in the present problem, there is no simi-
lar small energy scale. There is, however, a rough high energy
scale ω0 ∼ e2`B , where `B is the magnetic length. On a length
scale smaller than `B , the concept of composite fermion is
not well-defined. But this energy scale is not small compared
with F ; in fact, ω0F =
2m∗e2 `B
 ' 203 .2,10 It has the same
order of magnitude as the Fermi energy of the free composite
fermions. We assume that our Fermi surface approximation
to be qualitatively correct. To get the explicit form of Veff ,
we need to multiply Dµ,ν by the appropriate vertex factors, as
shown in the Feynman diagram in Fig. 1. As we mentioned
before, there will be density-density (associated with D00),
density-current (involving D01 and D10), and current-current
interactions (involving D11).
Correspondingly V˜eff,`(iω), which characterizes the in-
teraction, can be separated into three pieces: the density-
density interaction term λ`,00(iω), the density-current inter-
action term λ`,10(iω), and the current-current interaction term
γ`(iω):
V˜eff,`(|ω|) = λ`,00(iω) + λ`,10(iω)− γ`(iω) (14)
with λ`,00, λ`,10 and γ` are defined by
λ`,00(iω) ≡ −m
∗
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
2pi
ei`θ D00(iω, |k′ − k|)
∣∣∣
|k|,|k′|=kF
. (15)
λ`,10(iω) ≡ −m
∗
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
2pi
ei`θ
{
2
zˆ · (k′ × k)
m∗|k′ − k| D01(iω, |k
′ − k|)
} ∣∣∣
|k|,|k′|=kF
. (16)
γ`(iω) ≡ m
∗
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
2pi
ei`θ
{ |zˆ · (k′ × k)|2
m∗2|k′ − k|2 D11(iω, |k
′ − k|)
} ∣∣∣
|k|,|k′|=kF
. (17)
In the density-current interaction term λ`,10(iω), there is a
pre-factor of 2 inside the curly brackets. This is because the
two off-diagonal CS gauge field propagators D01 and D10
contribute identically to the density-current interaction.
It can be shown that for the short-range interaction v(q) =
const
λ`,00(iω = 0) = 0 (18)
λ`,10(iω = 0) = ξ` sgn(`) (19)
with ξ` some positive constant10. From the expression of
λ`,10(iω = 0) we see that it is attractive in the positive
`−wave channel while repulsive in the negative `−wave chan-
nel, indicating the chirality of pairing if superconductivity is
stabilized. Notice that because of the Fermi surface approx-
imation ξ` is independent of angular momentum channel `.
However as this approximation is relaxed, in general it should
pick up an ` dependence. In the following we are going to
group the density-density and density-current interaction to-
gether and use ξ` = λ`,00(iω = 0) + λ`,10(iω = 0) (for
` > 0) as a generic coupling constant to characterize them.
The transverse component gauge field propagator is given
by10:
D11(iω, q = |k′ − k|) ' 1
χ˜(q)q2 + kF |ω|2piq
(20)
where χ˜(q) = v(q)/(2piφ˜)2 + (1 + 6/φ˜2)/(12pim∗). With
short-range interaction v(q) ' v(0) = const, χ˜(q) ' χ˜(0) is
a constant. Then γ`(iω) of Eq. (17) can be expressed as:
γ`(iω) = ζ`
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
2pi
| sin θ2 | cos2 θ2 cos(`θ)
2| sin3 θ2 |+ ζ` |ω|4 F
. (21)
with the dimensionless constant ζ` defined by
ζ` ≡ 1
4pim∗ χ˜(0)
(22)
5Similarly to ξ`, ζ` will be also treated as a generic coupling
constant for the current-current interaction.
In the small frequency limit
γ`(iω) ∝ ( F|ω| )
1/3 (23)
with a frequency independent prefactor. Bonesteel10 used this
small frequency expression for the whole frequency range and
solved the BCS gap equation. However, according to our pre-
vious experience11 the behavior of γ`(iω) at high frequency
is qualitatively very different from that in the small frequency
limit. In fact it changes sign at high frequencies. Therefore,
the full frequency dependence of γ`(iω) will be very impor-
tant for the final result. In other words, we will use Eq. 21 for
γ`(iω).
Fig. 2 shows the dependence of γ`(iω) on frequency ω.
From these plots it is transparent that the current-current inter-
action term becomes attractive at high frequencies for angular
momentum channel ` > 1. Furthermore the attractive parts
are considerable.
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FIG. 2. γ`(iω)
α`
versus 2piα` ω for the short-range interaction case,
where α` ≡ ζ`4pi > 0. The frequency ω has been expressed in units
of F .
In summary, the equation to be solved is
∆`(ω) = ξ`
∫ ωc1
−ωc1
dω′
∆`(ω
′)
2
√
ω′2 + |∆`(ω′)|2
−
∫ ωc2
−ωc2
dω′
∆`(ω
′)
2
√
ω′2 + |∆`(ω′)|2
γ`(iω) (24)
where the full frequency dependence, Eq. 21 of γ`(iω), is
used.
In the above gap equation we have set a frequency cut-off
ωc1 for the term involving ξ`. Using different values of ωc1
can in general change the non-universal critical constants ξ`
and ζ` of the phase transition. However, as far as the nature
of the phase transition is concerned, which is what we are
interested in, the conclusions obtained here will be indepen-
dent of these specific values. For simplicity we will choose
ωc1 = F . As for the current-current interaction term, we
are going to choose the frequency integration cutoff ωc2 to be
large enough to include all significant contributions of γ`(iω).
Typical value of this cutoff for the displayed numerical results
is ωc2 = 10 F ; in Ref. 10, ωc2 was set to infinity.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR SINGLE LAYER
SYSTEM
Fig. 3 shows the zero frequency gap ∆` ≡ ∆`(iω = 0)
versus ξ` for different `’s, with ζ` = 1 (fixed). There are
several noticeable features in this graph: (1) When ξ` is large
enough, superconductivity exists. (2) The phase transition is
continuous for all odd values of `. (3) For ` = 1, pairing
requires a larger value of ξ`, because in this case, γ`(iω) is
repulsive for all frequencies and a larger attraction from ξ` is
required to produce pairing, as is shown previously in Fig. 2.
We have solved the gap equation for different values of ζ`
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FIG. 3. Zero frequency gap ∆` versus ξ` for the short-range interac-
tion, plotted for ` = 1, 3, 5. The other coupling constant ζ` = 1.
to find the corresponding critical values of ξ` and constructed
the phase diagram in the ξ`− ζ` space. The phase diagram for
` = 3 is shown in Fig. 4. The generic features for ` > 1 are
as follows:
1. Pairing exists when ζ` is large, since each individual
term of the gap equation leads to pairing. The threshold
value of ξ` for pairing increases as ζ` decreases.
2. When ζ` is small and ξ` is not large enough, the current-
current interaction term is pair breaking, while the
density-current term is not powerful enough to over-
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FIG. 4. Phase diagram for ` = 3 in the ξ`-ζ` plane, for the case
of short-range interaction. In the shaded region, we have an HLR
state. In the other regions, the system is unstable to a chiral ` = 3
pairing state. The transition from the pairing state to the HLR state is
continuous. We note that when ζ` is very small, the phase boundary
curve should be extrapolated to the origin point.
come this effect. Hence HLR state is stable against pair-
ing in this region.
3. If ζ` is very small, we can ignore the current-current in-
teraction term. Then even small ξ` can give us a pairing
state. This is because in the limit ζ` → 0, even in-
finitesimal attraction, characterized by ξ`, will produce
a pairing state. This is why in Fig. 4 when ζ` is very
small, the phase boundary could be extrapolated to the
origin.
As the frequency dependence of γ`(iω) is similar for all
` ≥ 3, seen in Fig. 2 , the phase diagrams for different ` ≥
3 should also be similar. The ` = 1 phase diagram can be
quite different since the current-current interaction term for
this channel is repulsive over the entire frequency range. Only
when the attractive term ξ` is large enough, overcoming the
repulsive current-current interaction, a chiral ` = 1 pairing
state can exist. This is explicitly shown in the ` = 1 phase
diagram in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 5. Phase diagram for ` = 1 in the ξ`-ζ` plane, for the case of
short-range interaction. The phase transition across the phase bound-
ary is continuous.
Although all the above calculations are done with short-
range contact interaction, we have also checked the Coulomb
interaction case. In this case, the attractive part from the
current-current interaction at high frequency is very small. So
the current-current interaction mostly serves as a pair breaking
term. Therefore the conclusion is similar to what Bonesteel10
had in his paper: only when the density-current interaction
dominates over other interactions will we have the GWW in-
stability and the system be in a chiral odd ` pairing state; also
the transition from the HLR state to the chiral pairing state is
continuous. We should remind the reader that in reality the
long-range interaction may take some different form, such as
1/qx, with x ≤ 2, some positive constant2,16. Although we
did not do explicit calculations for these cases, we expect that
the general conclusions will be the same as that obtained for
the Coulomb interaction.
IV. BCS GAP EQUATION FOR THE DOUBLE LAYER
SYSTEM
The full frequency dependent analysis can also be applied
to the double layered Landau level system with a total filling
fraction ν = 12 +
1
2 without inter-layer tunneling. Originally
Bonesteel et al13 used full Eliashberg equations in their anal-
ysis. But it turns out that, as far as whether there is a BCS
pairing state at zero temperature or not, the single BCS gap
equation is enough. Since this will be a qualitative discussion,
to simplify our numerical task, we are going to ignore the sec-
ond Eliashberg equation; in other words set Z ≈ 1, as in the
single layer problem. The numerical solution of the coupled
Eliashberg equations with the full frequency dependence is
quite complex.
In the zero temperature limit, the BCS gap equation for s-
wave pairing in the Matsubara frequency space is13
∆(ω) =
∫ ωc
−ωc
dω′
∆(ω′)
2
√
ω′2 + |∆(ω′)|2
V˜eff(|ω′ − ω|) (25)
where the effective interaction Veff has two terms
V˜eff(|ω|) = λ(−)(iω)− λ(+)(iω) (26)
Here the two dimensionless coupling constants λ(±)(iω) are
defined as the average of two inter-layer current-current inter-
actions in the Cooper channel over the Fermi surface
λ(±)(iω) =
m∗
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
2pi
(
k× qˆ
m∗
)2
D±(iω, q) (27)
with q = k − k′, q = |q|. The scattering angle θ is defined
via zˆ · (kˆ× kˆ′) = sin θ, same as before.
Here the superscript ± means that the interaction is medi-
ated either by the inter-layer in-phase (‘+’ sign) or the out-of-
phase (‘−’ sign) modes of the gauge field fluctuations. And
D±(iω, q) are the two corresponding gauge field fluctuation
propagators. Within RPA and in the limit that the inter-layer
spacing d `B , they are given by
D+(iω, q) '
(
e2 q
4pi
+
|ω| kF
4piq
)−1
, (28)
7and
D−(iω, q) '

(
e2 d q2
4pi +
|ω| kF
4piq
)−1
, for q . d−1 ,(
e2 q
4pi +
|ω| kF
4piq
)−1
, for q & d−1 .
(29)
where  is the dielectric constant.
Now we can substitute these expressions into our definitions of λ(±)(iω) in Eq. (27). Writing everything out in terms of the
scattering angle θ and making the Fermi surface approximation yields (with kF = `−1B at half-filling)
λ(+)(iω) =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
2pi
4 sin θ
β(2− 2 cos θ) + |ω|F
(30)
λ(−)(iω) = [
∫ θc
0
+
∫ 2pi
2pi−θc
]
dθ
2pi
4 sin θ
β d`B (2− 2 cos θ)3/2 +
|ω|
F
+
∫ 2pi−θc
θc
dθ
2pi
4 sin θ
β(2− 2 cos θ) + |ω|F
, (31)
where θc = 2 arcsin( 12 d/`B ). In the expression of λ
(−)
above, the first term comes from the propagator D−(iω, q)
with q . d−1. We have also introduced the dimensionless
paramter of β ≡ e2/(`B)F = e
2m∗
kF
. Direct inspections show
that the
∫ 2pi−θc
θc
part of integral contribution is the same in
both λ(±). Therefore they cancel out each other in the effec-
tive interaction V˜eff . This cancellation is vital to the expla-
nations to our final numerical results. After this cancellation
V˜eff = λ
(−) − λ(+) is simply
V˜eff(iω) =
∫ θc
0
dθ
pi
{ 4 sin θ
β d`B (2− 2 cos θ)3/2 +
|ω|
F
− 4 sin θ
β(2− 2 cos θ) + |ω|F
}
. (32)
This gives the full-frequency dependent V˜eff(iω). In the orig-
inal analysis of Ref.13, the zero frequency limit ω → 0 ex-
pression of V˜eff(iω) is used. Since we are going to make
a comparison between the solutions using these two differ-
ent expressions of V˜eff(iω), we also give the small frequency
limit expression of V˜eff(iω) here. Taking the ω → 0 limit of
Eq. (32) and keeping the most singular part only in each term
we obtain
V˜eff(iω) ' 8
3
√
3
(
1
β d/`B
)2/3(
F
|ω| )
1/3 − 2
pi
1
β
ln
F
|ω| (33)
From this expression it is obvious that the out-of-phase at-
traction∼ ( F|ω| )1/3 is more singular than, therefore dominates
over, the in-phase repulsion ln F|ω| in the zero frequency limit.
Hence using this V˜eff always gives us pairing. What we want
to see here is whether including the full frequency dependence
of V˜eff(iω) is going to change the conclusions or not.
The specific value of d does not change our conclusion as
long as it satisfies d  `B , which is the domain of validity
for all the above discussions. As for the frequency cutoff ωc
in the BCS equation (25), ωc = 10F is taken when the full
frequency dependent V˜eff (32) is used. This value should be
large enough to include all significant high frequency contri-
butions. When using the small frequency limit expression of
V˜eff (33) we can still use a large frequency cutoff ωc = 10F
for the first term involving |ω|−1/3, as it decays fast enough at
high frequencies. However, the second term involving ln F|ω|
does not converge at high frequencies. Therefore we will set
ωc = F for it.
8Numerical results for double layer Hall system
Fig. 6 shows the zero frequency gap ∆ ≡ ∆(iω = 0) as a
function of β. Clearly, we always get non-zero pairing, irre-
spective of whether the full frequency dependence is consid-
ered or not. The explanation is as follows. As we mentioned
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FIG. 6. Pairing gap ∆ for different values of β ≡ e2/(`B)
F
, in
the s-wave channel. The circles denote the data obtained by using
full frequency dependent V˜eff , Eq. (32), while the squares denote the
data obtained by using its small frequency limit expression, Eq. (33).
Inter-layer distance dkF = d`B = 10.
before, the two gauge field propagators D±(iω, q) differ from
each other only when q . d−1. This corresponds to a small
frequency range |ω| . ωc, with ωc estimated by equating the
Coulomb interaction energy term with the Landau damping
term in the denominator of D+(iωc, q = d−1)
e2 q
4pi
' ωc kF
4piq
⇒ ωc
F
' e
2/( `B)
F
(q `B)
2 ' β
(
`B
d
)2
 1 .
(34)
Therefore, λ(+)(iω) is significantly different from λ(−)(iω)
only when |ω|/F  1. This implies that V˜eff,`(iω) is basi-
cally non-vanishing only in the range |ω|/F . ωc/F  1.
Hence including the high frequency part of V˜eff(iω) does not
qualitatively change the conclusion. Of course quantitatively
there will be differences as we see in Fig. 6. In fact this dif-
ference is bigger when β is smaller. This is because β comes
into V˜eff(iω) in the form of ( 1β )
x with x = 2/3, 1 in the pref-
actors. Therefore when β is smaller, the quantitative differ-
ence is enhanced. Notice that we only present our numerical
gap data for β ≥ 1 when using the small frequency limit ex-
pression of the effective interaction Eq. (33). This is because
when β  1, taking the frequency cutoff ωc = F in the BCS
gap equation for the repulsive term ∝ ln F|ω| in Eq. (33) intro-
duces considerable net repulsive effective interactions. How-
ever these net repulsive effective interactions are absent in the
full frequency dependent expression of Eq. (32) and therefore
unphysical.
In Fig. 6 we also see that when β is either very large or very
small, the gap tends to vanish. These two limiting cases can
be understood as follows
• When β is very large, in the denominators of both
D±, the Coulomb energy, dominating over the Landau
damping, controls the gauge field fluctuations. Then in
the effective interaction Eq. (32) both terms are propor-
tional to 1β , vanishing in the large β limit. Therefore the
net effective interaction is very small and the pairing
gap tends to vanish in this limit.
• When β is very small, the Landau damping term dom-
inates over the Coulomb energy term and controls the
gauge field fluctuations. However as Landau damping
is the same for both the inter-layer in-phase and out-of-
phase modes, they tend to cancel out each other in the
effective interaction, as we can see in Eq. (32). There-
fore the gap should vanish in this limit too.
From the considerations of these two limiting cases, we con-
clude that the gap must reach the maximum at some finite β
value. In fact this β value depends on the specific value of the
inter-layer distance d as we see in Fig. 7.
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FIG. 7. The bilayer pairing gap ∆ as a function of the parameter
β. The circles (in red) denote the data for d = 10`B ; while the
squares (in blue) denote the data for d = 50`B . Notice that the two
plots are using two different vertical axis scales, as indicated by the
two arrows. Both sets of results were obtained using full frequency
dependent V˜eff , Eq. (32)
V. CONCLUSION
To summarize, we have shown that the full frequency de-
pendence of the effective interaction is important and alters
the conclusion obtained by Bonesteel10, which is based on a
small frequency analysis. For both short-ranged contact in-
teraction and long-ranged Coulomb interaction, there can be
a continuous transitions (instead of a discontinuous one) from
the HLR state to a chiral pairing state in an odd angular mo-
mentum channel, as we tune the two coupling constants which
characterize the density-current and current-current interac-
tions. In practice, this tuning can be achieved by changing the
width of the quantum well or of the semiconductor inversion
layer, although the precise control of them can be difficult.
We have also constructed the phase diagrams for different
angular momentum channels and found that the phase dia-
9gram for ` = 1 channel pairing can be quite different from
that for higher angular momentum channels ` ≥ 3. For ` = 1
we always need large enough density-current interaction to
stabilize the chiral pairing state. But for ` ≥ 3, even small
density-current and large current-current interactions can re-
sult in a chiral pairing state, because of the attractive nature
of the current-current interaction at high frequencies. As was
pointed out in Ref. 17, for pairing in angular momentum chan-
nel ` there will be chiral Majorana fermion modes on an edge,
and correspondingly 2|`|n−1degenerate states for 2n vortices.
For |`| = 3 pairing in ν = 1/2 state this will lead to non-
abelian statistics.
We also applied the full frequency dependent analysis to
the double layer half-filled problem considered previously by.
Bonesteel et al.13 It turns out that the full frequency depen-
dence of the effective interaction does not change their qual-
itative conclusion. This is because the two contributions to
the effective interaction coming from the in-phase and out-
of-phase mode fluctuations of the CS gauge field cancel each
other out at high frequencies. Thus the net effective inter-
action is non-zero only in a very small frequency range near
ω = 0. So the small frequency analysis is a good approxima-
tion.13
After our work was completed we noticed that conclusions
similar to ours were recently reached by M. A. Metlitski et.
al.18 from a renormalization group analysis. We also note two
interesting related papers.19,20 It is clear that a more complex
treatment of the coupled Eliashberg equations and fluctuation
effects could be subject of future work.
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